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t the heart of fighting corruption in public education sector.

procurement, fiscal planning and finance According to him, the OCDS is a powerful tool to 

units is the capacity to bring together data track contracting processes, and to gain insights into A
from across the world under a common standard for what is going on with procurement in public offices, 

analysis to improve transparency in the education for people in the society to see it, know about it and 

sector and improve opportunities to promote participate, to give value for money and promote 

accountability which will over time reduce transparency. When data and documents on 

corruption, hence Universal Basic Education contracting are available in a structured, re-usable 

Commission's (UBEC) adoption of the open 

contract data standards.

S p e a k i n g  o n  t h e  S a y  N o  C a m p a i g n ' s  

DoroCorruption radio program on Wazobia FM, the 

Deputy Director of Universal Basic Education 

Commission, Mr. Aleshin Olumayowa explained 

the relevance of the open contract data standards in 

the fight against corruption within the 
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form, new opportunities for analysis and the citizens at the grassroots are to follow 

engagement are unlocked. implementation of contracts whenever an education 

It also keeps citizens informed from the beginning contract is awarded in their area and report 

when budgeting, tendering, contracting and fraudulent contractors to the State Universal Basic 

implementation of projects are done, to enable them Education Board (SUBEB), any civil society 

follow it and know where the allocation is made, organization monitoring the contract or Universal 

when the contract is given to follow the Basic Education Commission (UBEC).

implementation. He advised that all citizens get interested in the 

For the citizenry to be aware of government's education affairs of the country because it is the 

investment in education and its effort at improving responsibility of all or join the School based 

service delivery and participate effectively, Mr. management committee (SBMC) which involves 

Aleshin said that the commission's website is people from the communities, the head teacher, 

available with disclosed data and documents on market women, traditional rulers and youths to 

contracts awarded by the government to guide the monitor education projects in their communities and 

elites, though it is still in the foundation stage, while report awarded contracts are not implemented.

2

mong the factors that drive general and recruitment make it public for citizens to apply for 

official corruption including poverty and vacancies at no cost, hence citizens should report Anatural resource, the most devastating is any officer who tries to collect money from them 

poor institutions of which the police system, as the with the promise of employment into the Nigerian 

pillar and enforcer of law and order, counts as the police force.

most harmful. Those charged with police oversight, He added that application for recruitment into the 

discipline, and reform have for years failed to take force is made and submitted online through their 

effective action, thereby reinforcing impunity for website that will be made available to applicants 

police officers of all ranks who regularly perpetrate whenever they want to commence their recruitment 

crimes against the citizens they are mandated to process and those that are shortlisted will be 

protect and once the police institution is corrupted, communicated through their phone numbers or the 

the system of law and order collapses. email addresses they provided.

During DoroCorruption radio program in Wazobia He exhorted listeners to play their roles as good and 

FM Abuja, CSP Aremu Adeniran, Deputy force responsible citizens by renewing all their vehicle 

Public Relations Officer directed citizens who are papers whenever it expires and make sure their 

threatened with arrest and physical harm for refusal vehicles are road worthy, to avoid harassment from 

to give bribes at check points, to report to the provost road officials, though it shouldn't give the police 

marshal, the Police Complaint Response Unit officers opportunity to demand money from any 

(PCRU), area commander, the PROs, the deputy motorist.

commissioner, the commissioner or the zonal AIG 

until justice is served and action is taken against 

culpable officers, instead of reporting to the junior 

police officers.

Replying to the allegation of extortion during 

Nigerian police recruitment, he said that the police 

service commission who is responsible for 

NO POLICE OFFICER HAS THE RIGHT TO COLLECT MONEY FROM MOTORISTS…DEPUTY FORCE PRO

DEPUTY FORCE PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER, CSP AREMU ADENIRAN, 
FLANKED BY DOROCORRUPTION CREW
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uplication of roles has been a major issue worthy vehicles on a daily basis, demand bribes and 

that breeds corruption within the Nigeria commit human rights abuses against them as a 

paramilitary sector, as officers who have means of extorting money, instead of educating or D
direct contact with motorists has resorted to booking them. As an internal mechanism for 

collecting bribes against their mandate of serving the combating corruption within the corps, He revealed 

public to ensure safer roads, lives and properties. the existence of a corp intelligence unit saddled with 

Corps Commander Ali Sule Tanimu of the Federal the responsibility of fishing out corrupt official 

road safety corps demystified the role of the corps through disguise of their personality and also a 

during DoroCorruption radio program in Wazobia regulation and maintenance of discipline which 

FM studio, which are not limited to monitoring the contains all the penalties for any corrupt act to check 

high way to reduce road accidents rate and mortality corrupt officials.

rate if accidents occur, by hastening casualties to the Mr. Tanimu censured citizens who fuel corruption 

hospital at a good time, educating citizens, carrying due to impatience along the roads, by choosing to 

out road audits, and reporting to the relevant bribe road safety officials instead of presenting the 

authorities if road amendment is needed. appropriate documents and items for inspection, 

To effectively achieve these roles under the joint task saying that no road safety official can arrest citizens 

board, the Federal Road Safety Corps provide as a result of not having a fire extinguisher. He also 

citizens with driver's license after the Directorate of said that fines from defaulters are paid into 

Road Traffic services (VIO) or Motor Licensing consolidated accounts through remita payment and 

Authority(MLA) under the ministry of works have not shared amongst officials as suspected by 

tested the drivers to ensure driving proficiency. They citizens.

also take out mechanically deficient and non-road To curb the issuance of fake license and vehicle 

worthy vehicles to avoid accidents, excessive axle papers, Corps Commander Tanimu discouraged 

load especially in petrol tankers and trailers citizens from paying cash to any road safety official 

militating against good road traffic management and in other to obtain a driver's license, adding that all 

traffic crash reduction. payments should be made in the bank through their 

Responding to the implementation strategies to official account.

reduce the rate of corruption within the FRSC, he 

encouraged road users to report through their social 

media handles or SERVICOM unit, erring road 

safety officers who accost drivers of these non-road 

FRSC CANNOT ARREST YOU FOR NOT HAVING A FIRE EXTINQUISHERS… 
CORPS COMMANDER ALI SULE TANIMU
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ournalists are usually on the front line of anti-

corruption efforts, paying a high price for 

investigative reporting that helps to prevent J
corruption from undermining democracy and 

fueling human rights violations.

Premium times Reporter, Samuel Ogundipe, during 

DoroCorruption radio program in Wazobia 

emphasized the role of journalists in fighting 

corruption which is embedded in the provision of 

essential information for citizens to help in their 

decision making and amplification of corrupt cases Mr. Samuel complained of low capacity in the 

which allows the law enforcement authorities Nigerian media which impedes regular follow up of 

investigate indicted citizens. corruption stories, despite efforts by the journalists.  

He added that effective amplification by journalists He also advised journalist to use their role to compel 

and prosecution of corrupt individuals, fair trials and the government to improve service delivery as done 

a firm application of dissuasive sentences for in the developed countries.

corruption-related offences are crucial to foster A listener decried the level of corruption among 

deterrence. journalist which is induced by “brown envelope” 

Responding to why corruption cases are momentary adding that journalists have important role to play in 

in Nigeria without proper follow up by journalists, creating awareness and amplifying instances of 

corruption that are often bore silently by innocent 

citizens.

Mr. Samuel encouraged citizens to work with 

journalists and media houses to carry out crucial role 

in bringing allegations of corruption to light and 

fighting against impunity by reporting stories of 

corruption within their space for proper publicity 

from the media.

JOURNALISTS ARE PIVOTAL IN THE FIGHT AGAINST CORRUPTION 

MR. SAMUEL OGUNDIPE, PREMIUM TIMES JOURNALIST

MR. SAMUEL OGUNDIPE WITH DOROCORRUPTION CREW
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